
Gravity - Qi certified phone holder for rapid wireless charging
SKU: TESUPGRAVWIRL10WQI

10 W phone holder with automatic locking for Android smartphones and iPhones up to
6.5'', equipped with air vent clip, wireless charging for Qi devices

FOR EVERY TRIP AND MANY SMARTPHONES

The gravity support is useful for viewing street maps and taking incoming calls when you're in the car. Wireless charging for
Android smartphone and iPhone  with maximum size of 6.5” enabled for wireless charging Qi technology.

WIRELESS CHARGING: HERE'S HOW

This QI certified phone holder, guarantees a charging efficiency greater than 70% for mobile devices that support wireless
charging. QI certification is issued by the Wireless Power Consortium: this standard indicates chargers able to safely power mobile
devices wirelessly.

The package contains a charging cable: connect the Micro USB end to the holder and the USB connector into the dedicated
socket in your car. This enables Gravity to charge. Next, secure your smartphone between the clamps without using wires: your
phone will start to charge immediately.

ANDROID AND IPHONE CHARGING

Gravity allows you to quickly recharge your smartphone: your device will reach 50% of its power level in just 30 minutes. The USB
connector of the power cable should be inserted into a Quick Charge charger while the Micro USB socket is inserted in the holder.

This accessory is designed to regulate the energy transferred to different smartphone models without overheating or overloading.
ADS (Automatic Detection System)  technology ensures that Gravity is also suitable for the iPhone 11, 11 Pro and Pro Max
which require 7.5 W of power.



AUTOMATIC CLOSING: EASY, FAST, SAFE

Your smartphone will stay firmly secured to the dashboard and won't slip  while you're behind the wheel. Secure the holder
to the air vents with the practical clip and slide your device inside it. Gravity will do the rest: the lower grip will adjust, allowing the
side clamps to close.

FEATURES:

Phone holder with 10 W wireless charging
Qi certification
ADS Technology (Automatic Detection System)
Automatic locking to secure the smartphone between the clamps
Clip for hooking the phone holder to the air vent
Charge level of the device after 30 minutes with Quick Charge charger: 50%*
USB 2.0 charging cable - Micro USB included in the package

 

*Charging times are indicative and depend on the battery capacity of the recharged device.



Gravity - Qi certified phone holder for rapid wireless charging
SKU: TESUPGRAVWIRL10WQI

Technical data
Closure: Automatic  
Coupling mode: Adjustable clip for air vent  
Maximum width: 90 mm  
Minimum width: 55 mm  
Charging type: Fast  
Included accessories: Power cable  
EAN: 8018417301018  
SKU: TESUPGRAVWIRL10WQI  
Weight: 103 g  
Maximum output power: 10 WATT  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 65 mm  
Width Pack: 91 mm  
Depth Inner: 280 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 177 g  
Width Inner: 210 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 450 mm  
Height Inner: 130 mm  
Weight Inner: 1180 g  
Width Master: 300 mm  
Amount Master: 24  
Height Master: 290 mm  
Weight Master: 5405 g  
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